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Sebastian Herden präsentiert das Konzept des
Model-Driven-Configuration-Managements (MDCM)
zur Schließung der identifizierten semantischen
Lücke zwischen Unternehmensarchitektur und ITKonfiguration. Die grundlegende Idee des
vorgestellten MDCM-Konzepts zur nahtlosen
Integration von Enterprise-Architecture-Management
und IT-Konfigurationsmanagement im IT-Betrieb ist
es, einen Model-Driven-Engineering-Ansatz zu
entwickeln. Das Ziel des MDCM ist neben der
Ausrichtung der resultierenden IT-Konfiguration an
den Geschäftsprozessen eines Unternehmens und
der nachvollziehbaren und transparenten Gestaltung
die Unabhängigkeit der Qualität von individuellem
Wissen.
This text provides information on core software
project management practices. It includes extensive
examples and a running, start-to-finish case study. It
is aimed at all project managers and software
professionals who may manage projects.
Over the last few years, financial statement
scandals, cases of fraud and corruption, data
protection violations, and other legal violations have
led to numerous liability cases, damages claims, and
losses of reputation. As a reaction to these
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developments, several regulations have been
issued: Corporate Governance, the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act, IFRS, Basel II and III, Solvency II and BilMoG,
to name just a few. In this book, compliance is
understood as the process, mapped not only in an
internal control system, that is intended to guarantee
conformity with legal requirements but also with
internal policies and enterprise objectives (in
particular, efficiency and profitability). The current
literature primarily confines itself to mapping controls
in SAP ERP and auditing SAP systems. Maxim
Chuprunov not only addresses this subject but
extends the aim of internal controls from legal
compliance to include efficiency and profitability and
then well beyond, because a basic understanding of
the processes involved in IT-supported compliance
management processes are not delivered along with
the software. Starting with the requirements for
compliance (Part I), he not only answers compliancerelevant questions in the form of an audit guide for
an SAP ERP system and in the form of risks and
control descriptions (Part II), but also shows how to
automate the compliance management process
based on SAP GRC (Part III). He thus addresses the
current need for solutions for implementing an
integrated GRC system in an organization,
especially focusing on the continuous control
monitoring topics. Maxim Chuprunov mainly targets
compliance experts, auditors, SAP project managers
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and consultants responsible for GRC products as
readers for his book. They will find indispensable
information for their daily work from the first to the
last page. In addition, MBA, management
information system students as well as senior
managers like CIOs and CFOs will find a wealth of
valuable information on compliance in the SAP ERP
environment, on GRC in general and its
implementation in particular.
Web Dynpro ABAP, a NetWeaver web application
user interface tool from SAP, enables web
programming connected to SAP Systems. The
authors’ main focus was to create a book based on
their own practical experience. Each chapter
includes examples which lead through the content
step-by-step and enable the reader to gradually
explore and grasp the Web Dynpro ABAP process.
The authors explain in particular how to design Web
Dynpro components, the data binding and interface
methods, and the view controller methods. They also
describe the other SAP NetWeaver Elements (ABAP
Dictionary, Authorization) and the integration of the
Web Dynpro Application into the SAP NetWeaver
Portal. The new edition has been expanded to
include chapters on subjects such as POWER Lists;
creating the Modal Windows and External Windows;
using Web Dynpro application parameters and
Shared Objects to communicate between the Web
Dynpro ABAP Application and Business Server
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Pages; and creating multi-language mails using Web
Dynpro ABAP.
Practical ABAP - Document BuilderA
Comprehensive Technical GuideSelva Lakshmanan
The purpose of this book is to remove the veil of
secrecy surrounding SAP upgrade techniques and
concepts, and to provide the user with a detailed
description of the steps needed for a successful
implementation. Today more than 12 million people
in 120 countries who are working for 36,200
companies are using SAP on a regular basis. This
popular, but very complex software system must be
constantly reconfigured and upgraded to
accommodate its latest releases. Upgrading SAP
provides a complete overview of the process to
upgrade from one SAP release to the next one and
explains with detailed descriptions, the use of all
relevant SAP upgrade tools. Along with a technical
description of the SAP NetWeaver Application
Server (AS), it also discusses personnel issues and
the economic ramifications of such an upgrade
project. Examples in this book are based on various
different SAP products and releases, such as SAP
NetWeaver 2004, 2004S (also known as NetWeaver
7.0 and 7.1), and SAP Business Suite 2005 with
SAP ERP 6.0, BI, CRM, SCM, and SRM. Conceived
as both a teaching book and as a reference manual,
it covers all the techniques, background information,
notes, tips, and tricks needed for any SAP upgrade
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project. A CD-ROM accompanies the book with
templates and outlines for the upgrading process, as
well as third-party SAP-related material.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been
the premier provider of information, intelligence and
insight for network and IT executives responsible for
the digital nervous systems of large organizations.
Readers are responsible for designing, implementing
and managing the voice, data and video systems
their companies use to support everything from
business critical applications to employee
collaboration and electronic commerce.
The power of the IBM System z, combined with the
flexibility of Linux on System z, provides the ideal
platform on which to implement SAP application
servers. System z provides the benefits of
continuous availability, high performance, scalability,
and ease of management; these qualities support
and complement mission-critical SAP business
applications. This IBM Redbooks publication focuses
on the implementation of SAP application servers on
Linux on System z to leverage the synergy of this
combination of products. It provides detailed
information to guide you through the planning
process, including resource sharing considerations,
hardware and software requirements, support and
maintenance. This book takes you through the steps
to prepare the system environment, describing
system and network configurations, and
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demonstrates the procedures for installing and
customizing your system. It describes in detail how
to install SAP application servers in z/VM Linux
images, including the installation of SAP and Java
and hipersockets. Finally, it provides guidance for
performance tuning and introduces some useful
monitoring tools.
A resource for information executives, the online
version of CIO offers executive programs, research
centers, general discussion forums, online
information technology links, and reports on
information technology issues.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the
leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT
media network.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content
is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers.
InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides system
administrators and developers with the knowledge to
configure a WebSphere® Application Server V7 runtime
environment, to package and deploy applications, and to
perform ongoing management of the WebSphere
environment. As one in a series of IBM Redbooks
publications and RedpapersTM publications for V7, the
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entire series is designed to give you in-depth information
about key WebSphere Application Server features. In
this book, we provide a detailed exploration of the
WebSphere Application Server V7 runtime administration
process. The book includes configuration and
administration information for WebSphere Application
Server V7 and WebSphere Application Server Network
Deployment V7 on distributed platforms and WebSphere
Application Server for z/OS® V7. The following
publications are considered prerequisites to this book: WebSphere Application Server V7.0: Technical
Overview, REDP-4482 - WebSphere Application Server
V7: Concepts, Planning and Design, SG24-7708
We are entering the next wave of digital transformation.
Artificial intelligence has an ever-increasing significance
in our daily lives, and there is no difference when it
comes to our workplaces. It is up to you to choose how
to utilize these new tools to sharpen your organization’s
competitive advantage, improve your team’s well-being,
and help your business thrive. In The AI-Powered
Workplace, author Ronald Ashri provides a map of the
digital landscape to guide you on this timely journey.
You’ll understand how the combination of AI, data, and
conversational collaboration platforms—such as Slack,
Microsoft Teams, and Facebook Workplace—is leading
us to a radical shift in how we communicate and solve
problems in the modern workplace. Our ability to
automate decision-making processes through the
application of AI techniques and through modern
collaboration tools is a game-changer. Ashri skillfully
presents his industry expertise and captivating insights
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so you have a thorough understanding of how to best
combine these technologies with execution strategies
that are optimized to your specific needs. The AIPowered Workplace is an essential technical, cultural,
and business handbook that arms you with clear steps to
redefine and improve how you get work done. Software
is now a proactive workplace partner revolutionizing all
aspects of our professional lives from how we
collaborate in the digital sphere to the literal physical
environments in which we operate our business. This
book not only ensures that you do not get left behind, but
that you are consistently light years ahead of the pack.
What You'll Learn Learn how the introduction of AIpowered applications in the workplace replaces or
augments our capabilities and enables activities that
were not possible before Realize how the combination of
AI, data, and messaging platforms (Slack, Microsoft
Teams, Skype, WhatsApp) leads to a radical shift in how
we communicate, collaborate, and solve problems
Develop strategies for the digital transformation of
organizations through the use of AI-powered applications
(from simple chatbots to more complex conversational
applications) that operate within messaging
environments we use to collaborate with our colleagues
daily Know the dangers and ethical questions that the
introduction of these technologies can cause in the
workplace Who This Book is For Professionals at all
levels interested in learning how AI, conversational
platforms, and data can change organizations, including
but not limited to team leaders, managers, and CxOs
SAP Document Builder technical book
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